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INTRODUCTION 
Let f(z) be an entire function of order ~(0 < p < co). In the usual nota- 
tion, let 
JqA = pg’: If@ I 9 A*(r,f) = yg-- I ReJ’(4 I - 
Further, for a 6 > 0, let us define the following mean moduli of f(z) or of 
Ref(a): 
Js(r,f) = (-& 1: / Ref(rP) I6 &)l”, 
which become, in the limit as 6 + 03, M(r,f), A*(r,f) respectively (as 
shown by Lemma 3 of this note). In the above notation, three known results 
are the following: 
lim sup 
?-cc 
1 
log Y 
= p (Lakshminarasimhan [3], Theorem) (4 
log A*(r, 6) 
lim sup 
( A*(rvf) > 
**cc log Y = p (Rajagopal[6], Theorem I) 
lim sup 
r+cc 
1 
log t 
= p (Shah [7], Theorem A). 
m 
F-4 
Bernstein and Kiivari have made a considerable improvement on (C), for 
functions of finite non-zero order p and finite type r, in their result stated as 
624 
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Corollary 1 of this note. There are exactly analogous results which are impro- 
vements of (A) and (B) g iven respectively as Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 
in this note. Corollary 2 itself is a simple deduction from the more general 
Theorem 2 which precedes it. 
By way of a preliminary comment on the theorems and their corollaries 
proved in this note, it may be recalled that, of the two inequalities which 
constitute Corollary 1, the right-hand inequality (which is the deeper) is 
due essentially to Bernstein ([I], p. 76) and the left-hand inequality to Kiivari 
([2], p. 88). It may be observed also that the principal tool used to construct 
the proofs of Theorems 1,2 is Zygmund’s inequality in Lemma 1 which is an 
extension of Bernstein’s inequality for trigonometric polynomials used by 
him to prove his result in Corollary 1. 
In Section I, the lemmas needed to prove the results of this note are col- 
lected together, while in Section II, the results themselves are given with 
proofs. 
I. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose P(z) is a polynomial of degree n and P’(z) is its derivat- 
ive. Then for any constant 6 such that 1 < 6 < CO and z = reis, 
(&- jr / P’(reis) I6 de)l” < il, + (& 1: j Re P(reie) 18 df?)“’ 
where 
PROOF. The lemma follows from the known result ([9], p. 57) that, for 
6 3 1, 
(& jr 1 & P(eie) 1’ dfl)“’ < A,n (& j’- j Re P(eie) /* d8)l” 
0 
when we change e@ to reie, observing that 
A P(reie) = H(x). 
LEMMA 2 (Bernstein [l], p. 76). Suppose f (2) = xE=o a#’ is an entire 
function of order p (0 < p < co) and type 7 (0 < 7 < co). Let p be arbitrarily 
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chosen so that 0 < ,6 < 1. Then there exists a positive integer N(/3) tending to CQ 
as #? tends to 0, such that 
&4 = f &Pa 
n-N+1 
where 
1 z 1 = N1/o (&-$) , L = (e,m)lIp 
satis$es the inequalities 
(9 I A4 I < $ , (ii> I &Cd I < B- 
PROOF. The lemma is stated by Bernstein with /3 replaced by y = #) 
tending to 0 with /3, in the conclusions (i) and (ii). Its proof is given below for 
the sake of a clear and complete exposition. 
We can find positive integers N&3), N,@) such that 
I a, 1 < (L + 13) ,nlr, for n 2 Nl , 
(1 -8)” < & 
B N 
for n 2 N, . 
(1) 
(2) 
To find Ni as in (l), we use the definitions of p and T which imply 
liTfiT:p nllp 1 a, I1ln =L. 
To find Ns as in (2), we note that it is enough to have Ns such that 
(I -/I)$= enlogw-6)+logn162 
< e-nS+logn16* ( 1 for n>N,. 
This is possible since there exists Na such that 
log? <$9s$ 
P2 
for n 3 N2. 
If we choose N > max (Nr , Ns , p), then both (1) and (2) hold with the 
result that 
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while 
<N f $&-/q 
n=N+l 
<N f (1-b)” 
n=N+l 
LEMMA 3 (Littlewood [4], p. 17). If +(8) is Q continuous function of 0 
in the interval (0, 27r) and we define 
LEMMA 4 (Littlewood [4], p. 160, Theorem 207(ii)). Suppose w = w(reiB) 
is subharmonic in Y < R and not everywhere --co. Then (277)-l ST w(reie) dtl 
is a continuous monotonic increasing function oft in 0 < r < R. 
In particular, the result is true for w = 1 Ref (ye@) Ia, 6 > I, where f is 
reguhzr in 0 < r < R (Littlewood [4], p. 159, Theorem 206). 
LEMMA 5. For an entire function f (z) of jinite order, let M(r,f), A*(r,f) 
and Wj f h J&, f 1 f or a 6 > 0, be defined as at the outset. Then 
log J,&, f) - log I&, f) - log A*@, f) - 1% M(r, f), r-+03. 
PROOF. The part of the lemma relating to I,(Y, f) is proved by Rahman [5] 
using the convexity of log Is(r, f) as a function of log r. The entire lemma is 
proved below simply and at one stroke. 
First suppose 6 3 1 and write for brevity 
m;x I 0, I in = tL(r, f) = P(Y), M(r, f) = M(r), A*(y,f) = A*(r), 
J&9f) = J&>, &6(r, f) = w- 
It is known ([8], p. 86) that 
/ a, ( rn < $ J”‘* / Re f (reie) ( de 
0 
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whence follows, by choosing n so that the left side is maximum and applying 
Holder’s inequality to the right side, 
Taking logarithms and recalling that log ,u(r) - log M(r), r + co, for entire 
functions of finite order, we get the desired conclusion for 8 2 1. 
If 0 < 6 < 1, we note that 1 + 6 > 1 and obviously 
LL+&>l’+” G U&)1” M(r) G K&r M(r) G W(~>ll”“* 
By taking logarithms and using the already proved result, 
1% J1+&) - 1% wr>, I-+ co, 
we extend our conclusion for 6 > 1 to positive 6 < 1. 
LEMMA 6. For an entire function f (z), let us define, as at the outset, &(r, f) 
and J8(y, f) for a 8 > 1. Then, for almost all T, 
(9 W,f ‘) b -g M,f) 
(ii) J&r, zf ‘) 2 y 1 J&,f) 
(ii’) A*@, zf ‘) > r -$ A*(?, f). 
PROOF. (i) is proved elsewhere ([3], p. 306, (1)). 
(ii) By definition, 
where we assume E > 0. Hence, by Minkowski’s inequality 
( I 
2n 
27l 0 
1 Re f (r - TE efe) I6 de)“’ I 
E 
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since Js(r,f) is monotonic increasing by Lemma 4 in its particular case. As 
the last limit exists (finitely) almost everywhere, conclusion (ii) of the lemma 
is proved. 
(ii’) This is the limiting case 6 = 00 of (ii), but proved directly as follows. 
First, since J*(Y, f) is a monotonic increasing function of r, or, 
we can let 6 --f co and, appealing to Lemma 3, deduce that A*(r,f) is a 
monotonic increasing function of r. Next, 
A*(r,f) = max{yy$ Ref@), FE- - Ref(x)), 
there being definite points on ( x ( = r where the maxima within the flower 
brackets above are attained. Hence we can choose z,, = ret* as the point on 
/ z / = Y where 1 Ref(z,,) / = A*(r,f) and so, for any E > 0 
I Ref(zo) - Ref(z, - EZ~) I t I I Ref(zo> I - I Ref(zo - •2~) I I 
b I A*(r,f) - A*(r - Er,f) I , 
the moduli signs in the last line being unnecessary since A*(r,f) is monotonic 
increasing. Thus 
A*(Y, zf’) > ] Re zof’(zo) j = 1 Re z0 lj~j(~‘) -{t - “‘) 1 
A*(r,f) - A*@ - ~r,.f) 
EY 7 
and the required result becomes obvious. 
II, THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES 
THEOREM 1. For any entire function f (2) of order p(0 < p < co) and 
type ~(0 .< 7 < co) we have 
where Is(r, f), S > 1, is defined as at the outset, Aa is dejined as in Lemma 1. 
PROOF. We first prove the right-hand inequality of (1). Let P(reis) and 
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g(re”) be respectively the sum of powers of rei* upto the Nth and the sum 
of powers from the (N + 1)th onwards, in 
f(YP) = 2 a,(Ye~~)n, 
n=o 
N and Y being chosen with reference to an arbitrary p(O < ,6 < 1) as in 
Lemma 2. Then, using Minkowski’s inequality, we get 
16(Y,f’) = (& 1: lf’(reie) I6 d~9)~” 
Hence we obtain, by Lemma 1 and 2(ii) applied respectively to the first and 
the second terms on the right side, 
Since 
or 
Ref(re$ = Re P(re@) + Reg(reie), 
1 Re P(re@) 1 < / Ref(Teie) 1 + ) Reg(reie) / , 
(2) gives us, when we apply Minkowski’s inequality to the first term of the 
right-hand member, 
rI,(r,f’) < A,N (&- 1: / Ref(yeie) I6 de)l” 
Therefore we get, using Lemma 2(i) in the second member of the right side, 
~&(r,f’) < A&J&, f) + AaB + A (3) 
where Ja(y,f) is defined as at the outset. Now, remembering that 
in Lemma 2, we obtain from (3): 
4(r,f’) G A, (LG)’ ~~.L(~,f) + 6% + 1) B. 
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We now divide the above inequality by YP Js(y, j) and, keeping /3 fixed, let Y 
(and N) tend to 00. Since J*(Y, j) is monotonic increasing by Lemma 4 
(particular case), it has a strictly positive lower bound, and we deduce that 
lim sup I&,f') <A LtB" 1'3) J8(Y,j) To-1 ' s i-q i ) - 
But, by definition, 
And so the right-hand inequality of (1) follows at once from (4), /3 being 
arbitrary. 
To prove the left-hand inequality of (1) it is enough, in view of Lemma 6(i), 
to show that 
(5) 
where Y runs through values for which the numerator of the left side exists 
(and is finite). The truth of the last inequality is established by assuming its 
falsity and showing that this assumption results in a contradiction. The false 
assumption is, in fact, that h > 0 exists and makes 
g I&, f) -=c (1 - h) p4(y, j) 9-l 
for such Y > Y,, for which the left side exists and therefore that 
1% I&>f) - 1%MCI ,f> = I:0 i 1 g t&Lf) I&, f) dy 
< 1’ (1 - h) pTY”-1 dY < (1 - h) 7-P. 
co 
This implies that 
lim sup log 16(y’ ‘) < (1 - h) 7, 
f’rn YO 
in contradiction of the definition of r and the deduction therefrom, 
lim sup log 18(y9 f, = 7, 
r-m YP 
issuing from the fact logI,(r,f) N log M(r,f), I+ co, proved in Lemma 5. 
Thus the truth of (5) is established and the proof completed. 
We are led to the following result as the limiting case 6 = cc of (1). 
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COROLLARY 1 (Kovari [2]). For an entire function f(z) of jnite non-zero 
order p and jinite type 7, 
where M(r, f) = Max,+, (f(z) ) as usual. 
To prove the right-hand inequality of (6), we first obtain from (3), letting 
8 -+ co and using Lemma 3, 
rM(r,f’) < NA*(r,f) + 28. 
Arguing as in the passage from (3) to (4) and remembering that /3 is arbitrary, 
we deduce from the above inequality 
M(r,.f ‘) 
liy+yp A*(r,f) p-1 bL" (7) 
which leads at once to the right-hand inequality of (6) since 
A*(r,f) G M(r,f). 
The left-hand inequality of (6) is proved directly, just like that of (i), but 
using, instead of Lemma 6(i), the known result, 
M(r,f ‘1 2 -$ M@,f) for almost all Y, 
along with the definition of 7. 
The proof of Theorem 1, even with some simplification, suffices to esta- 
blish the inequality stated and proved below, sharper than (1) in the case 
6 = 2. 
COROLLARY 1’. For f (z) as in Corollary 1, we have also 
where Ia(r, f) is IB(r, f) for 6 = 2 defined as in the beginning. 
We need prove only the right-hand inequality in Corollary 1’. To this end 
we first note that 
[Iz(r,f')12 = $sL If'(re@) I2 dB 
= El 1 a, I2 n2rn-2 
n=N+l 
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for any N > I. Next choosing N as in Lemma 2, i.e., so that 
1-B 
y=N1’p L+p ’ i---J 
We can find an upper estimate for Cz=,+r / a, I2 nar2n-2 on the right side 
of the last inequality, like that for j zg’(z) j in Lemma 2(ii), by changing 
[ a, [ TV-1 to its square in the proof of Lemma 2(ii). Thus 
Therefore we deduce from our inequality for [Is(y, f’)]‘: 
i.e. 
N2 1 =-- 
r2 2n s 
2a 
If(reio) I2 de + iB” 
0 Y2 
V2(r, f’)12 y2 2P 
V2(y, f)l” rzp < Ej 1 + [r,(r,y$ + * 
Now letting Y ---f 00 with p fixed and recalling that /3 is arbitrary, we complete 
the proof of Corollary 1’. 
THEOREM 2. For an entire function f (z) of order p (0 < p < CO) and type T 
(0 < 7 < ml, 
where Js(r, f), 6 >, 1, is dejined as at the outset, A, is defined as in Lemma 1. 
PROOF. The right-hand inequality of (8) follows immediately from (4), 
since, by definition, 
J&, zf ‘) d &(r, f ‘). 
The left-hand inequality of (8) is proved just like that of (l), by employing 
Lemma 6(ii) and the fact, 
lim sup log Js(r,f) = 7 
r+m f-0 
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following from the definition of T and the result, log Js(r,f) - log M(r,f), 
r -+ co, proved in Lemma 5. 
The limiting case 6 = co of (8) is our final result given below. 
COROLLARY 2. For an entire function f(x) of finite non-zero order p and 
jinite type T, 
(9) 
where 
A*(r,f) = $,3? I Ref(4 I. 
The right-hand inequality of (9) follows from (7) since 
A *(r, xf ‘) < rM(r, f ‘). 
The left-hand inequality of (9) is proved exactly like that of (1) or (8), 
but appealing to Lemma 6(ii’) and the result 
lim sup log A*(r’f > = 
rp 
7, 
r--J 
deduced from the definition of 7 and the relation 
in Lemma 5. 
log A *(r, f) N log M(r), r--f a, 
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